
A.  In the following sentences, circle the adverb and underline the word it modifies. In the blank space, label whether 
the modified word is a verb (v), an adjective (adj) or an adverb (adv).

B.  Read the paragraph below. Circle or highlight all the adverbs, and underline the words they modify. Sort the 
adverbs into the categories based on what type of word they modify. The first one has been done for you.

My family goes on a camping trip every year. Packing for the trip is slightly stressful, but once we’re 
on the road we’re totally excited. We always leave somewhat early because the campsite is really 
far away. At the campsite, we set up our tents very quickly. There are wild animals everywhere, 
including squirrels and chipmunks playing quite happily in the trees. Once we saw a bear quietly 
drinking from the river. That year, it was unusually rainy, so we got rather wet. I love camping so 
much, and I wish we were going tomorrow!

Name:                                                                                       Date:                                  

Adverbs and What They Modify

1.               I secretly hid the present.

2.               I will finish my homework later.

3.               Let’s have a picnic outside.

4.               You need to come here.

5.               I am very late.     

6.                The car rolled backward.

7.                The temperature is very high.

8.                The kids worked eagerly.

9.                Tomorrow I will mow the lawn.

10.              Prairie dogs live underground.   

Adverb Word It Modifies Part of Speech It Modifies
every year goes verb
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A.  In the following sentences, circle the adverb and underline the word it modifies. In the blank space, label whether 
the modified word is a verb (v), an adjective (adj) or an adverb (adv).

B.  Read the paragraph below. Circle or highlight all the adverbs, and underline the words they modify. Sort the ad-
verbs into the categories based on what type of word they modify. The first one has been done for you.

My family goes on a camping trip every year. Packing for the trip is slightly stressful, but once we’re 

on the road we’re totally excited. We always leave somewhat early because the campsite is really 

far away. At the campsite, we set up our tents very quickly. There are wild animals everywhere, 

including squirrels and chipmunks playing quite happily in the trees. Once we saw a bear quietly 

drinking from the river. That year, it was unusually rainy, so we got rather wet. I love camping so 

much, and I wish we were going tomorrow!

Answer Key: Adverbs and What They Modify

1.               I secretly hid the present.

2.               I will finish my homework later.

3.               Let’s have a picnic outside.

4.               You need to come here.

5.               I am very late.     

6.                The car rolled backward.

7.                The temperature is very high.

8.                The kids worked eagerly.

9.                Tomorrow I will mow the lawn.

10.              Prairie dogs live underground.   

Adverb Word It Modifies Part of Speech It Modifies
every year goes verb
slightly stessful adjective
totally excited adjective
always leave verb
somewhat early adjective
really far adverb
far away adjective
very quickly adverb
quickly set up verb
everywhere are verb
quite happily adverb
happily playing verb
once saw verb
quietly drinking verb
unusually rainy adjective
rather wet adjective
so much adverb
much love verb
tomorrow going verb
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